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Liverpool Street Gallery is pleased to announce Dick Watkins’ forthcoming solo exhibition Torrid Zone  
Storm Tactics, opening on Thursday 14 May 2015, 6-8pm.  
 
Recently included in the Art Gallery of New South Wales’ landmark Pop to popism, Dick Watkins is a pioneer of 
Australian abstraction, known for his large-scale paintings that explore cubist, pop and abstract expressionist 
principles. Strong colours and thick black outlines are a common feature in Watkins’ painting. In works such as 
Embyonic Prime (2015) disparate, bold hues fracture and coalesce across the picture plane. In this new series, 
Watkins’ spontaneous gestures display a Matisse-like repertoire of flattened shapes and lines punctuated by 
vivid blocks of colour.  
 
Citing inspiration from literature, music and art history, many works have their origins in the investigations of 
modernism and echoes of Picasso and early Pollock occur. The paintings’ scale directly connects to the 
physicality of the artist and the choreographic movement of his eye, arm and body. 
 
 
BIOGRAPHY  
 
Dick Watkins is a forerunner of colour-field painting in Australia and was a key participant in The Field, the 
National Gallery of Victoria’s landmark exhibition of Australian abstract painting (1968). In the late 1960s 
Watkins was a driving force amongst the artists of the Central Street Gallery in Sydney and in 1985 he 
represented Australia at XVIII Biennial de Sao Paulo in Brazil. In 1993 the National Gallery of Australia mounted 
the exhibition Dick Watkins in Context, featuring his paintings sourced from the gallery's collection. In 2009, a 
selection of Watkins’ significant paintings from the 1960s featured in Cubism & Australian Art at Heide Museum 
of Modern Art, Melbourne. In 2012, Watkins exhibited in Abstract Expressionism at the National Gallery of 
Australia, Canberra, and Luminous World – Contemporary Art from the Wesfarmers Collection, Art Gallery of 
Western Australia, Perth and touring. In 2014-15, Watkins was included in Pop to popism, an extensive survey 
of Pop art by Australian and International artists at the Art Gallery of NSW. His work from the 1960s will also be 
featured in upcoming exhibitions at Samstag Museum in Adelaide and Drill Hall Gallery, Canberra in 2015. 
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Since 1963, Dick Watkins has held over 60 solo exhibitions and has participated in numerous curated 
exhibitions across Australia. Dick Watkins is represented in the collections of the National Gallery of Australia, 
National Gallery of Victoria, Art Gallery of New South Wales, Art Gallery of South Australia, Art Gallery of 
Western Australia, Queensland Art Gallery, and numerous regional and university gallery collections and 
distinguished corporate collections across Australia. Dick Watkins lives and works in Sydney.  
 
 
QUOTES 
 
“In his sixth decade as an exhibiting artist, Dick Watkins is still pushing the boundaries of painted abstraction 
with an urgency that is palpable and infectious.” (Michael Fitzgerald, “Open Gallery”, The Sydney Morning 
Herald, April 2013) 
 
“My inspiration, such as it is, is always purely visual. I often use the titles of jazz pieces. I play jazz very loudly 
while painting.” (Dick Watkins, 2012) 
 
“The significant meaning of Watkins’ brush marks is paramount, as is the relationship between forms. There is a 
complexity of compositional devices: space and surface. Like a perfect haiku poem, the intellectual rigour 
behind the artwork is sometimes not easy to see.” (Prue Gibson, “Under $5,000 – Dick Watkins”, Australian Art 
Collector, July–Sept 2010, p.150) 
 
“His vocabulary, which comprises a recurring repertoire of motifs, marks and gestures, of lines, thrusts, squares, 
circles, crosses, spars and arcs, underlines all Watkins’ painting activity.” (Barbara Dowse, “Dick Watkins New 
Work 2005”, exhibition catalogue, Liverpool Street Gallery, Sydney, 2005, p.6)  
 
“Watkins is a colourist and a linear painter, with line as the most important element in his work; it is used to 
create structure, movement, vitality and tension as well as give contour to forms. Lines are placed symmetrically 
or obliquely, intensifying the special tension in the painting.” (Grazia Gunn, “Dick Watkins”, Art and Australia, vol 
21 no 2, 1983, p.216) 
 
 
 
Image: Embryonic Prime, 2015, acrylic on canvas, 152 x 213 cm. Image courtesy the artist and Liverpool 
Street Gallery, Sydney  
 
 
For further information about the artist and exhibition, please contact Liverpool Street Gallery on  
02 8353 7799 or info@liverpoolstgallery.com.au. 
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